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phone line. He let his once carefully trimmed beard grow to Tolstoyan proportions. A Chilean scientist 
later claimed that Beer came to Chile a businessman and left a hippie. He gained a passionate 
following in some surprising circles. In November, 1975, Brian Eno struck up a correspondence with 
him. Eno got Beer's books into the hands of his fellow-musicians David Byrne and David Bowie; 
Bowie put Beer's "Brain of the Firm" on a list of his favorite books. 

Isolated in his cottage, Beer did yoga, painted, wrote poetry, and, occasionally, consulted for clients like 
Warburtons, a popular British bakery. Management cybernetics flourished nonetheless: Malik, a 
respected consulting firm in Switzerland, has been applying Beer's ideas for decades. In his later years, 
Beer tried to re-create Cybersyn in other countries-Uruguay, Venezuela, Canada-but was invariably 
foiled by local bureaucrats. In 1980, he wrote to Robert Mugabe, of Zimbabwe, to gauge his interest in 
creating "a national information network ( operating with decentralized nodes using cheap 
microcomputers) to make the country more governable in every modality."Mugabe, apparently, had no 
use for algedonic meters. 

Fernando Flores moved in the opposite direction. In 1976, an Amnesty International campaign secured 
his release from prison, and he ended up in California, at Berkeley, studying the ideas of Martin 
Heidegger and J. L. Austin and writing a doctoral thesis on business communications in the office of 
the future. In California, Flores reinvented himself as a business consultant and a technology 
entrepreneur. (In the early nineteen-eighties, Werner Erhard, the founder of est, was among his 
backers.) Flores reentered Chilean politics and was elected a senator in 2001. Toying with the idea of 
running for President, he eventually launched his own party and found common ground with the right. 

Before designing Project Cybersyn, Beer used to complain that technology "seems to be leading 
humanity by the nose." After his experience in Chile, he decided that something else was to blame. If 
Silicon Valley, rather than Santiago, has proved to be the capital of management cybernetics, Beer 
wasn't wrong to think that Big Data and distributed sensors could be enlisted for a very different social 
mission. While cybernetic feedback loops do allow us to use scarce resources more effectively, the easy 
availability of fancy thermostats shouldn't prevent us from asking if the walls of our houses are too 
flimsy or if the windows are broken. A bit of causal thinking can go a long way. For all its utopianism 
and scientism, its algedonic meters and hand-drawn graphs, Project Cybersyn got some aspects of its 
politics right: it started with the needs of the citizens and went from there. The problem with today's 
digital utopianism is that it typically starts with a PowerPoint slide in a venture capitalist's pitch deck. 
As citizens in an era ofDatafeed, we still haven't figured out how to manage our way to happiness. But 
there's a lot of money to be made in selling us the dials. + 
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and, on the walls, futuristic screens. Tables and paper were banned. Beer was building the future, and it 
had to look like the future. 

That was a challenge: the Chilean government was running low on cash and supplies; the United 
States, dismayed by Allende's nationalization campaign, was doing its best to cut Chile off. And so a 
certain amount of improvisation was necessary. Four screens could show hundreds of pictures and 
figures at the touch of a button, delivering historical and statistical information about production-the 
Datafeed-but the screen displays had to be drawn (and redrawn) by hand, a job performed by four 
young female graphic designers. Given Beer's plans to build an entire "factory to turn out operations 
rooms"-every state-run industrial concern was to have one-Project Cybersyn could at least provide 
graphic designers with full employment. 

Beer, who was fond of cigars and whiskey, made sure that an ashtray and a small holder for a glass were 
built into one of the armrests for each chair. (Sometimes, it seemed, the task of managing the economy 
went better with a buzz on.) The other armrest featured rows of buttons for navigating the screens. In 
addition to the Datafeed, there was a screen that simulated the future state of the Chilean economy 
under various conditions. Before you set prices, established production quotas, or shifted petroleum 
allocations, you could see how your decision would play out. 

One wall was reserved for Project Cyberfolk, an ambitious effort to track the real-time happiness of the 
entire Chilean nation in response to decisions made in the op room. Beer built a device that would 
enable the country's citizens, from their living rooms, to move a pointer on a voltmeter-like dial that 
indicated moods ranging from extreme unhappiness to complete bliss. The plan was to connect these 
devices to a network-it would ride on the existing TV networks-so that the total national happiness 
at any moment in time could be determined. The algedonic meter, as the device was called (from the 
Greek a/gos, "pain," and hedone, "pleasure"), would measure only raw pleasure-or-pain reactions to show 
whether government policies were working. 

Project Cybersyn can also be viewed as a dispatch from the future. These days, business publications 
and technology conferences endlessly celebrate real-time dynamic planning, the widespread 
deployment of tiny but powerful sensors, and, above all, Big Data-an infinitely elastic concept that, 
according to some inexorable but yet unnamed law of technological progress, packs twice as much 
ambiguity in the same two words as it did the year before. In many respects, Beer's cybernetic dream 
has finally come true: the virtue of collecting and analyzing information in real time is an article of 
faith shared by corporations and governments alike. 

VIDEO FROM THE NE.W YORKER 

The Mysterious Tingles of ASMR 
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THE PLANNING MACHINE 
Project Cybersyn and the origins of the Big Data nation. 

By Evgeny Morozov 

I n June, 1972, Angel Parra, Chile's leading folksinger, wrote a song titled "Litany for a Computer and 
a Baby About to Be Born." Computers are like children, he sang, and Chilean bureaucrats must not 

abandon them. The song was prompted by a visit to Santiago from a British consultant who, with his 
ample beard and burly physique, reminded Parra of Santa Claus-a Santa bearing a "hidden gift, 
cybernetics." 

The consultant, Stafford Beer, had been brought in by Chile's top planners to help guide the country 
down what Salvador Allende, its democratically elected Marxist leader, was calling "the Chilean road to 
socialism." Beer was a leading theorist of cybernetics-a discipline born of midcentury efforts to 
understand the role of communication in controlling social, biological, and technical systems. Chile's 
government had a lot to control: Allende, who took office in November of 1970, had swiftly 
nationalized the country's key industries, and he promised "worker participation'' in the planning 
process. Beer's mission was to deliver a hypermodern information system that would make this possible, 
and so bring socialism into the computer age. The system he devised had a gleaming, sci-fi name: 
Project Cybersyn. 

Beer was an unlikely savior for socialism. He had served as an executive with United Steel and worked 
as a development director for the International Publishing Corporation ( then one of the largest media 
companies in the world), and he ran a lucrative consulting practice. He had a lavish life style, complete 
with a Rolls-Royce and a grand house in Surrey, which was fitted out with a remote-controlled 
waterfall in the dining room and a glass mosaic with a pattern based on the Fibonacci series. To 
convince workers that cybernetics in the service of the command economy could off er the best of 
socialism, a certain amount of reassurance was in order. In addition to folk music, there were plans for 
cybernetic-themed murals in the factories, and for instructional cartoons and movies. Mistrust 
remained. "CHILE RUN BY COMPUTER," a January, 1973, headline in the Observer announced, shaping the 
reception of Beer's plan in Britain. 

At the center of Project Cybersyn (for "cybernetics synergy") was the Operations Room, where 
cybernetically sound decisions about the economy were to be made. Those seated in the op room would 
review critical highlights-helpfully summarized with up and down arrows-from a real-time feed of 
factory data from around the country. The prototype op room was built in downtown Santiago, in the 
interior courtyard of a building occupied by the national telecom company. It was a hexagonal space, 
thirty-three feet in diameter, accommodating seven white fibreglass swivel chairs with orange cushions 
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members of two species. The concrete construction contained two spaces divided
by a large one-way mirrored glass window, through which Documenta visitors
could see the pigs, while the latter saw only their own reflections.8 The commu-
nication between the two species was thus reduced to a (one-sided) scopic rela-
tion, with the senses other than sight being largely canceled out. Yet while Höller
and Trockel thus seemed to duplicate the objectification of animals (i.e., reduc-
tion to image-objects studied and manipulated by a gazing human subject), the
“human” half of the installation contained a concrete incline on which people
could recline and watch the pigs more or less from the same height. The vertical
biped became horizontal, or at least diagonal.

Furthermore, the pigs were Bentheimer Landrasse, an archaic breed no longer
in vogue in today’s agribusiness. Yet these impressive, speckled swine were
clearly not “nature.” Rather, they were an ancient hybrid, a relic of a historical
stage of the human-animal dialectic.9 In their introductory text, the artists ques-
tion the legitimacy of “all talk of an ‘objective’ limit (animal as object),” asking an
extended series of questions about whether the killing of Scottish sheep with
human genomes is permissible, about different degrees and kinds of conscious-
ness, and about the interconnections between the subjugation of nonhuman
beings and nonruling classes in various societies.10 This discourse has affinities
with contemporary reconsiderations, by Michel Serres, Bruno Latour, and many
in their wake, of the subject-object dichotomy, as well as the culture-nature
dichotomy. However, to state that Höller and Trockel’s work replaces modern
“subject-object narcissisms” with a celebration of the hybrid or the cyborg would
be to oversimplify both that work and intellectual history.11

While many theories of cyborgs and hybrids explicitly or implicitly critique
Hegelian as well as Marxian versions of the dialectic as being rigged in favor of
the triumphant subject (be it Hegelian spirit or the Marxist class subject), John
Bellamy Foster recalls Karl Marx’s engagement with the natural world. The turn
Western Marxism took in the 1920s with Georg Lukács’s and Karl Korsch’s revolt
against undialectical positivism in recent forms of Marxism and their rejection
of Friedrich Engels’s ambitious but flawed attempt to think a “dialectic of nature”
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with small-scale and local production of food and
most goods.

A major enemy for the Kabouters was the auto-
mobile, and while the ultimate goal was to make
Amsterdam car-free, in 1969 van Duijn launched his
plan to equip cars with small roof gardens, turning

them into mobile green lungs. He presented the plan on Dutch television on
October 14, 1969, attempting to use the medium to his advantage.37 Even though
van Duijn was well aware that a TV appearance itself would not change anything,
with “ecological problems” becoming “content” like all the rest, he attempted to
short-circuit the media ecology with “natural” ecology precisely by presenting a
possible—though not entirely plausible—plan for action. Neither he nor any of
his allies found much to agree with in Stewart Brand’s all-American declaration
that “The health of [the ecosystem] is forward—systemic self-education which
feeds on constant imperfection.”38 The Dutch ex-Provos were far more skeptical
of technology than Brand and his allies, at times to a fault; rather than space 
colonization, van Duijn’s ideal was organic farming in the countryside.39

Haacke’s artistic appropriation of systems theory and cybernetics was likewise
part of the epistemological struggle over knowledge. Burnham, and Haacke in his
wake, followed Ludwig von Bertalanffy in regarding systems theory as the master
discipline and cybernetics as one specific if important form of “general systems
theory” (dealing with communication).40 The success of systems theory in the
1960s and the rise of the ecological movement toward the end of the decade went
hand in hand with the popularization of the term ecosystem, which had been
coined by Arthur Tansley and describes a concept that puts a premium on stabil-
ity and equilibrium.41 Like “nature,” the notion of ecosystem was thus compatible
with essentialist views of an unchanging and stable natural world. However,
Gregory Bateson’s “systems ecology” provided an opening by not only introduc-
ing the concept of a mental ecology but by stressing the role of technology in the
ecosystem.42 In the process, Bateson helped to speed up the transformation of an
old “world of stable identity, conscious subjects and discreet objects into one of
interaction, patterns, and networks,” with all the ambiguous consequences this
has entailed for subjectivation, power, and control.43

Some of Haacke’s pieces appear to deal straightforwardly with “natural” ecol-
ogy, such as Ten Turtles Set Free (1970), for which Haacke released ten tortoises
bought from a pet store in the countryside of Saint Paul de Vence, home of the
Fondation Maeght. With its release of abstracted animals back into nature, Ten
Turtles is in a sense the opposite of All Systems Go!—a project for which Haacke

Left: Roel van Duijn and car 
with roof garden, 1969.

Opposite: Bik Van der Pol.
Catching Some Air, 2000. 
Details from larger series. 
Two drawings showing Hans
Haacke’s Ten Turtles Set Free 
and Walt Disney with audio-
animatronic dinosaurs for the
Ford Magic Skyway attraction 
at the 1964 World’s Fair.
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cator species” for climate change and to the Farnsworth House’s increasingly fre-
quent inundation by a nearby river.53 Functioning like a stage set, with the glass
walls acting as membranes that are transparent to light while protecting the
microclimate inside, this house for butterflies and human beings goes beyond the
systems aesthetics of the 1960s by stressing human implication in a highly visual
and visceral manner.

Such works are assemblages that try not so much to present a working model
of a specific natural or biological system as to make interdependence and insta-
bility visible and sensible. In this, they are both concrete systems and a synec-
doche for more general and complex systemic interrelations.

Cohabitation and Coevolution
Human beings and (other) animals do not have houses or homes in the same
sense of the word. Postnomadic human beings are enthusiastic house builders,
yet they are radically homeless in the world in a way that animals in their more
limited environments are not. Höller and Trockel’s Häuser present themselves as
abodes for montages of different species, including human beings; for example,
Ein Haus für Schweine und Menschen, or the Augapfel (2000), a “home for pigeons,
human beings and rats.” In this way, cohabitation can be reconceived as more
than a simple hierarchical matter, with human beings on top and others—either
domestic(ated) animals or pets—below. When Höller and Trockel’s various
“houses” were exhibited at the Musée d’art moderne de la ville de Paris in 1999,
they were shown as models or as partial or reduced reconstructions.54 The only
“house” containing living animals was the home for urban silverfish. This single-
species Silberfischchenhaus (Silverfish House) consists of a modified overhead
projector that casts the insects’ shadows on a white wall. If many of the works
under discussion here abstract animals from various contexts by using the white
cube as a medium of decontextualization, the Silberfischchenhaus itself con-
tained an element of site-specificity: the silverfish were already at home in the
museum, where they cohabit with human beings.

Pierre Huyghe’s 2011 exhibition Influants at the Esther Schipper Gallery in
Berlin consisted of a largely empty white cube. In a piece titled Umwelt, spiders
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active engagement.
In contrast to works by Höller and Trockel or Huyghe, Agency’s practice

appears to lack the element of sharing a space and of reciprocity. The petri dish
was in the same space as the viewers and participants, but bacteria have a rather
different kind of presence than chickens or pigs. Nonetheless: within this para-
legal or metalegal framework the bacterium was more than an object lorded over
by the human subject. As reframed by Agency, Pseudomonas attained an agency
that turned it into a quasi-object and potentially into a quasi-subject.74 This is not
to say that the work proposes a flat ontology in which all distinctions are blurred:
a night in which all cats are grey. Rather, we are dealing with highly unstable
oppositions. If the subject—or, if subjectivation—presupposes movement and
self-transformation, an ex-static becoming-other, then such subjecthood may ulti-
mately reside most of all with the corporations that employ the Chakrabartys of
this world. After all, with them lies the power to objectify others: from bacteria,
rice, and pigs to people who—as producers, as consumers, or simply as obstacles
or human refuse—become sub-subjects.

The Pseudomonas case makes explicit what remains relatively implicit in
most of the works discussed in this article: the need for a global perspective that
goes beyond abstract declarations and engages with the specifics of ongoing
primitive accumulation, of frequently violent processes of abstraction and extrac-
tion in South America, Africa, or Asia. As Agency stresses, the detoxifying prop-
erties of Pseudomonas have been used in India for thousands of years through
cow dung slurry or gomaya (“when sprinkled over oil spillage, the bacteria living
inside cow dung soak and degrade crude oil”).75 The commons continue to be
mined ever more thoroughly, ever more fundamentally. But the dynamic devel-
opments of biocapitalism are bound up with an ongoing and accelerating eco-
cide. Human and nonhuman (or “natural”) history are rapidly running out of time,
out of future. An assembly by Agency or a House for Pigs and People does not
change this. But with pigs, chickens, bacteria, architectural interventions, and
staged situations and debates, these works make the abstract problem appear con-
cretely and aesthetically.
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Hans Haacke’s Condensation Cube (1963-65) is a hermetically 
sealed, clear acrylic plexiglass box, thirty centimeters on the 
side that holds about one centimeter or so of water.2 Conden-
sation collects against the inner surface of the plexiglass 
forming vertical streaks on the inside. How the condensation 
is created can be explained in the following way: Air can hold 
only a limited amount of water vapor and when that limit or 
dew point—a law of nature, which applies to all bodies of air 
all over the world—is reached, condensation occurs. In almost 
all art museums, the temperature is set at a cool 65 degrees 
Fahrenheit, which means that at a relative humidity of about 
45 percent (the standard in most museums), the dew point is 
at 42 degrees. Because plexiglass is a bad thermal insulator, 
the air temperature inside the Cube is the same as the 
temperature on the outside, namely 65 degrees. But since the 
humidity is close to 100 percent, the dew point is much higher, 
and is, in fact, about 65 degrees, precisely the temperature of 
the plexiglass.

 I will argue that the Cube sets in play a rather complex game 
of illusions between the museum and the architecture that 
defines its space. This revolves not only around the word 
“cube,” but also around the status of condensation as a 
cultural construct.

The story begins in the mid-nineteenth century when, with the 
advent of mechanized, ducted heating systems in multi-floor 
apartment buildings, it was discovered that condensation 
appeared neither on the outside nor on the inside surfaces 
of the building, but within the wall itself. There it would lurk, 
creating mold and rot. Condensation endangered the life 
span of these new buildings and thus, of course, the capital 
investment that they represented. Though the problem was 
first noticed and studied by the French who were building 
thousands of apartments in Hausmann’s Paris, it was in the 
northern climate of Berlin where condensation proved to be 
particularly vexing. It was thus natural that among the first 
scientists to address the problem was Adolf Wilhelm Keim 
(1851-1913), whose family name, by the way, means ‘germ.’3 

He argued that though dampness is brought into architecture 

because of the capillary nature of stone and brick, that in itself 
is not the problem. Stones and bricks had survived relatively 
well even in damp climates. What happens is that the dry heat 
on the inside sucks the moisture deeper into the building where 
it no longer dries out in the summer. In the lingering encounter 
with lime and cement, moisture creates corrosive chemical 
discharges that lead to what Keim called Mauerfrass, literally 
a “wall-eating” disease that was, in Keim’s mind’s eye, similar 
to cancer eating at the tissue of a living body. 

To protect against Mauerfrass, Keim argued that the wall 
needed to be ventilated from within; in other words a flow of air, 
the positive, would offset the flow of water, the negative. The 
wall, therefore, needed to be separated into two component 
layers, a structural wall and a type of skin or internal surface, 
composed of thin brick tiles separated from the structural 
wall by about an inch, in which space air could flow. To keep 
moisture in that air corridor from entering through the bricks, 
Keim added that it was “beneficial to give the inner surface 
of the tiles a coat of asphalt.”4 This would leave the surface 
facing the room permanently dry so that it could be coated with 
plaster, which can then be painted or papered. Wall paper, 
which had become common in bourgeois houses, and which 
had also become quite costly, was now safe from the damp.  
Needless to say, Keim’s solution has been used in architecture 
ever since, except that by the early twentieth century, tar paper 
was preferred and by the mid twentieth century special types 
of plastic sheathing like Tyvek, known to every home-builder in 
the United States, became the norm.
In Keim’s world, architecture, in facing the crisis of 
industrialization, needed to be rethought from the inside out 
without having to give up its unity. His metaphor was thus 
appropriately biological. Structure had to be separated from 
skin by a type of two-dimensional lung. The structure could then 
do the heavy lifting, the interior wall could work as backdrop 
for the decorative embellishments in the room, and the lungs 
of the newly devised body could guarantee the whole a long 
and healthy life. And yet, if there was a moment where we see 
the first true separation of interior design from architecture, 
and architecture from environmental engineering, it was

Haacke’s  condensation  cube:
the machine in the box and the travails of architecture

Mark Jarzombek

Hans Haacke, Condensation Cube, 1963-65.
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